It’s NOT “Festival Seating”

to salvation is a different path, with a narrow gate. It
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heavenly banquet and getting in before it is shut and

seating but more like “call ahead” seating. Our
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tried to open up the thinking to more inclusion rather

through that narrow door to the heavenly banquet
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join them. And it is very tempting. The question is

gospel says, not only from the east and the west but

not “will only a few be saved.” The question is
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who gets into heaven. We try to limit God’s mercy
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interpretations of a few scripture passages. The door
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Concl. How do we get in through that narrow
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physical strength; who can lift the most weight or
run faster. It is about the spiritual strength necessary
not to take the easy and wide path in life. Many are
already walking leisurely that one and calling us to
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